When correcting a fault, adding a new concept or feature, or adapting a system to conform to a new platform, software engineers must first find the relevant parts of the code that correspond to a particular change. This is termed as concept or feature location process. Several techniques have been introduced which automate some or all of the process of concept location. Those techniques rely heavily on code comprehension as it is considered a prerequisite when attempting to maintain any software system. It provides a comprehensive overview of large body work which is beneficial to researchers and practitioners. This paper presents an overview of code comprehension categorization and consequence. A systematic literature survey of concept location enhancement techniques is also presented. Moreover, the paper presents an overview of the role of concept location in program comprehension and maintenance and discusses information retrieval techniques to advance concept location.
Introduction
Software maintenance is a very costly, broad, and complicated problem as it requires very deep understanding of the target system source code. Therefore, professional developers must be familiar with the system undergoing changes in order to accomplish the required maintenance tasks. The process of expressing the behavior, organi-zation, components relationship, and architecture of the software that are not explained in the documentation requires great effort to be complete and precise. Moreover, while exploring and searching the source code, the developers must take into account both the structural characteristics of the source code and the nature of the problem domain, such as, internal comments, external documentations, variable names, and annotations. This constitutes the problem of program comprehension [1] - [3] .
Comprehension activities constitute a major portion of modern software project maintenance and evolution efforts and require roughly 40 percent of the whole cost of any software project [4] . Other estimates show that programmers spend more than half of their time in exploring and reading the source code when adding new features or concepts to a system [5] [6] .
Concept location is identified in the literature as identification or concern location. Features are special concepts that are associated with the user observable functionality of the system [3] [7] . The common goal of concept location techniques is to recognize the source code fragments that implement a concept of interest from the problem or solution domain of the software. Concept location is an essential part of the software change process [7] .
The research field of program comprehension and concept location is characterized as rich, containing various and mixed topics, which coupled with changes in models and research environment in the last few decades. In this paper, we present a survey of the techniques and advances in concept location for program comprehension. The work presented here has two main contributions. The first is a discussion of program comprehension techniques, relevant studies, and categorization. The second is a systematic survey of concept location techniques and categorization. A detailed discussion of using information retrieval techniques to facilitate concept location is also presented.
Historical Perspective for Program Comprehension
In software engineering, program comprehension is constantly taken into consideration, and it poses as a serious concern for the developers [3] . When new programmers are assigned to an old code, they often complain about understanding it, and express their views about the code being unintelligible; therefore, software comprehension is very crucial and is especially needed in the occasions when old seasoned programmers leave their projects. That is, the absence of the original programmers slows down the understanding of the software, and thus negatively impacts comprehension [5] .
Unfortunately, the usual case is that the programmers who originally developed the system are no longer available to assist, or sometimes parts of the software may be certified from a third party that monitors the maintenance process. In both situations, the developers who are designated for maintaining the system must understand it [8] [9] . In other words, it is of an absolute necessity that every associate on the maintenance team develop a comprehensive understanding of the software [10] .
In general, the purpose of comprehension is mainly dependent on the task of interest. That is to say, there must be some cause to force the development team to comprehend software artifacts. For example, a developer may try to localize a bug/feature, or assess possible or obtainable changes to an Application Program Interface (API). Most frequently, a specific concept or particular feature is inspected in the software, and this concept or feature is most often related to a user change request [11] . Program comprehension is one of the most important steps in addressing many software engineering and maintenance tasks. It is extremely crucial for correctly gathering knowledge about the program at hand [12] [13] . This knowledge is usually diverse, meaning that several aspects are integrated into it like maintenance [14] [15], documentation [16] , debugging [17] [18], reuse [19] [20], and verification [21] [22] .
The field of program comprehension is up to date with respect to supporting tools that are either new or adapted to address program comprehension requirements for new software development and maintenance tasks [23] . Storey reviews some of the key cognitive theories of program comprehension that have appeared over the past three decades, and he explores how the tools that are generally used at the present are developed and updated to improve and support program comprehension tasks [8] . In [8] [24], the authors introduce user studies to discover how, and how well, different program comprehending tools, in fact, assist programmers in understanding the software artifacts. In [2] , the authors present a work that advocates the examination of better measures and controlled experiments to assess the effectiveness of program comprehension techniques.
Software comprehension tools aid engineers in capturing the benefit of new added code. They are necessary as economic demands require a maintenance engineer to rapidly and successfully develop comprehension of the parts of source code that are relevant to a maintenance request. In general, the tools make program comprehension more effective [6] . In [23] , the authors conclude that any program comprehension tool has to be proven to generate benefits throughout maintenance tasks. There have been some usability experiments relevant to evaluating program comprehension tools [8] . Bellay and Gall conduct a comparative evaluation of five reverse engineering tools using a case study and an evaluation framework [2] . They conclude that the performance and capabilities of are verse engineering tool are dependent on the application domain as well as the analysis purpose.
Comprehension Process Categorization
In program comprehension, we must be precise about why we are trying to comprehend (i.e., task), what we are trying to comprehend (i.e., object), and who is trying to comprehend (i.e., subject). The entity of comprehension may be as small as a single function or as large as the whole software system. Typically, the study of program comprehension can be characterized by two instruments, which are the theories and the tools available in this regard. The theories gain their importance in the sense that they supply a rich clarification about how developers understand any system software. In addition to the theories, there are the tools that are utilized to support and help in comprehension activities [8] .
The comprehension process can be categorized into two basic styles; the first being top-down comprehension, while the second is bottom-up comprehension. For top-down comprehension, Brooks [9] hypothesizes that developers usually understand a completed program in a top-down fashion by restructuring facts about the area, topics, and objectives of the program, and linking those facts to the system source code. Soloway and Ehrlich [14] examine the style of top-down comprehension, and conclude that this style is used when the code or type of code is recognizable.
The second category is bottom-up comprehension which supposes that developers initially read the software code lines, and then make an effort to group them into an advanced level of abstraction [13] . Subsequently, the new levels are combined incrementally until the developers come to acquire a deep understanding of the intended software program. Pennington also describes the bottom-up model and concludes that at the beginning of the comprehension process, developers build up an abstraction for control flow of the program; this abstraction contains the order and the sequence of the most important operations in the program [25] .
Concept Location Motivations
Understanding a software system is a prerequisite before making any changes to that system. It requires the developer to gather the scattered information across the software systems source code, and then present the extracted information in a readable and understandable view. This task is time consuming and error prone, especially when the system is large and complex. Quite a lot of research has been done investigating ways to decrease the time and effort needed to understand a system. Moreover, software consists of huge number of artifacts; some of them are planned to be read by the compiler, although many others are intended to be understood by the developers.
In the last decade, researchers have proposed techniques that help in gathering the most important scattered information and presenting it in a good manner that helps in understanding the intended system [3] [26] [27] .
When adding a new concept or modifying existing features in a system, programmers must identify which parts of source code are most relevant to the intended concept. Identifying these relevant parts in the context of software engineering is called concept location, which is also considered as a part of the incremental change procedure. A feature is defined as a human-oriented expression of the computational objective [7] [26] [28] - [30] . So, we can say that a feature is a concept that is coupled to executions with some predefined input.
Historical Perspective for Concept Location
Historically, developers used pattern matching techniques like grep to locate the concept or features in the source code. Using pattern-matching techniques is simple; it performs searching through pattern matching on character strings. Nevertheless, it requires a lot of experience from the developers. If the technique fails, more advanced tools are required, especially when the system is large [6] [7] [28] [31] .
Biggerstaff et al. [32] refer to concept location as the concept location assignment problem. Their work is a preliminary point for a lot of efforts to facilitate and develop the process of concept location. Call graphs and program clustering graphs are used in their approach. Chen and Rajlich [33] present an approach based on looking through an Abstract System Dependencies Graph (ASDG). The ASDG can lead, guide, and help the users in the process of searching for a particular concept or feature.
Wilde [30] develops the software-reconnaissance method which utilizes dynamic information to locate concept or features in existing systems. Wong et al. [34] analyze the execution slices of test cases to the same end. Eisenbarth et al. [35] use dynamic information gathered from scenarios of invoking features in a system to locate the concept or features in source code. Poshyvanyk et al. [31] , in order to improve the accuracy of concept location process, propose a technique that combines information from an execution trace and from the comments and identifiers in the source code. M. Revelle et al. [36] apply advanced web mining algorithms Hyperlinked-Induced Topic Search (HITS) and Page Rank to analyze execution information during feature location. Their approach improves the effectiveness of existing approaches by as much as 62%.
Generally, a variety of approaches for facilitating the process of concept location process are available. Here, we mention three main approaches the developers use. The first one is the static, lexical and syntactic analysisthis approach focuses on the source code itself and its representations [5] [6] [11] . The second approach is by using graphing methods-there are a variety of graphing approaches that have been employed and developed for enhancing the process of concept location. These include, in increasing order of complexity and richness: graphing the control flow of the program [37] - [40] , the data flow of the program [37] - [40] , and program dependence graphs [38] . The third one is achieved by execution and testing of the source code or by using scenarios [29] . A survey of feature location techniques is presented in [28] .
Static and Dynamic Analysis in Concept Location
Generally, the tools that deal with feature and concept location problem are mainly classified into two categories, based on the way that such tools extract information from the source code; static and dynamic. Static approaches collect their input without execution of the intended program, while in dynamic approaches the input comes from investigating the execution traces or executing test cases [28] [39] . Neither category is optimal. The overlap between concepts or features cannot be distinguished in dynamic analysis, while static analysis often does not identify units contributing to a particular execution scenario [5] [28] .
Dynamic analysis and static analysis can be combined in different ways for concept location. One way to combine them is to use dynamic analysis to filter the program elements for static analysis instead of ranking all the program elements in a software system. Also, both analyses can rank program elements by their relevance to a feature, so another direction is to combine the rankings produced by the two techniques [7] [40]- [42] . Both of dynamic and static methods are used as input for hybrid approaches [39] . Revelle and Poshyvanyk [43] present an investigative study of ten concept and feature location techniques that use different combinations of dynamic and static analyses. In [44] , presents and discusses the applications of text retrieval to support concept location, in the context of software change.
On the other side, both static and dynamic methods often suffer from the same types of problems [28] [35] (e.g. too many false positives) or require very accurate test cases for the concept or feature, which may not be available.
Concept Location Enhancement Using Information Retrieval
Over the past ten years Information Retrieval (IR) approaches have been used to help address the problem of concept location [1] [7] [28] [31] [45]- [49] . These approaches treat the identifiers and comments within the source code as a corpus and then advanced methods are used for indexing and searching within the corpus. The documents sought here are typically methods or functions within the system. The identifiers and comments in the source code represent what is called semi-structured static information [7] [31] . This information when examined and analyzed is very valuable for maintaining software systems.
Generally, in software engineering, IR methods had been used early in the context of indexing reusable software components and automatically constructing libraries [50] . Nonetheless, in recent times, IR methods have been used in solving the problems of software maintenance and development tasks such as traceability link recovery [51] , feature and concept location [29] [31] [42] [52] , and source code clustering and summarization [53] [54]. Poshyvanyk and Marcus [42] employ these methods in the assignment of bug's fixing based on concept problem explanation reports. Wilde et al. [39] use IR methods to recommend an ordered list of professional developers to help in the completion and implementation of software concepts change (e.g., bug reports and feature requests).
Thus, using IR techniques to leverage this information assists the developers in maintenance tasks such as concept or feature location [6] [7] [28] [40] [48] , and supports design of incremental changes to the software [26] . Vector Space Model (VSM) [28] [55], Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [7] , and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [56] - [58] are examples of IR techniques that have been successfully applied in the context of concept location [5] [7] [28] [31] . Figure 1 shows the main steps for concept location using IR. Numbers in the figure correspond to the following steps 1) creating a corpus of a software system, 2) preprocessing and indexing, 3) formulating a query, 4) ranking documents and examining results.
Constructing the corpus is an important step for concept location using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [7] . Five actions are taken to create the corpus: 1) extraction of identifiers, and comments; 2) extraction of method stereotypes; 3) identifiers (or terms) separations; 4) removing stop words; 5) division into documents.
The next step is to index the corpus using the employed IR method. After creating the IR-space using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [59] , each document d i in system S will have a corresponding vector v i . Reduction of dimensionality is done in this step to reflect the most important latent aspects of the corpus [7] .
Measuring the similarities between any two documents sim(d i , d j ), can be done by measuring the similarities between their correspondents vectors. Here cosine similarities are used. By studying and analyzing these similarities we can identify the semantic information regarding source code fragments and the relations connecting them.
In the third step, the user formulates a query by using a natural language to describe a change request in the same manner as in [31] . A user query q is converted into a document of IR-space d q and a vector v q for it is constructed. Based on the similarity measure between v q and all documents in the corpus, the most relevant documents to v q are retrieved as a ranked list {d 1 
Finally, and once the IR technique retrieves the relevant documents ranked by their similarities to the user query, then the user has the task of inspecting and investigating these documents to decide which of them are actually relevant to the query. The first ranked document d 1 will be investigated first and then d 2 and so on. The user decides when to stop investigating. If the user discovers a part of the feature, then the intended concept is located successfully. Otherwise, the user can reformulate the query taking into account these results.
In [60] , the authors study how additional information can be leveraged to improve the final results. Others have used similar approaches based on ontological information [61] and infer semantics from term distribution [62] . From an information theoretic standpoint the addition of relevant information will improve the results of an IR technique [63] [64] . That is, more information is better, as long as you do not add noise.
It is very costly to build knowledge base for parsing approaches to extract semantic information from source code and related documentation. Using IR methods to extract these kinds of information has been proved to be efficient, with the capacity to produce fine quality and low cost outcomes [7] . Moreover, in software programming, meaningful identifier names are generally selected by programmers. Furthermore, by using the com- ments, the ideal programmer always describes the source code with useful and meaningful information. Thus, source code contains important and significant domain knowledge that can be extracted and expressed [7] [40] [65] . IR techniques have proven their effectiveness in expressing and discovering these types of information.
Marcus and Maletic [40] and Maletic and Valluri [66] are the first researchers to investigate LSI's potential use in concept and feature location. They utilize similarity measures between source code components in order to cluster and classify these components. Afterwards, Maletic and Marcus continue their work in [3] to define a number of metrics for comprehension. These metrics use the profile produced by the application of LSI to the matrix of the source code. Marcus et al. [7] improve linking LSI to concept location problem, where LSI was used to map the concepts that are expressed in natural language change requests to relevant components in the source code. Poshyvanyk et al. [67] propose a Visual Studio plug-in (IRiSS), based on an existing "find" concept that uses LSI to search projects using natural language queries.
Many efforts have been made to improve the use of IR in feature location by adding or integrating meaningful information to the whole process of feature location [29] [68] . For example, in [31] , the authors combine LSI with user-execution scenarios to improve the accuracy of feature location.
While IR approaches have shown to be useful there is room to improve the accuracy of these methods. Software and comments are not natural languages. So any mapping from natural language queries to source code will typically be imperfect [60] . For more details on information-retrieval applications in software maintenance and evolution, readers are referred to the survey by Binkley and Lawrie [6] .
Conclusion
Software comprehension is a crucial phase during software evolution and maintenance; there are lots of techniques in this area that can be applied to deal with it. The presented paper introduces a well structured survey of concept location enhancement techniques, and its importance with respect to program comprehension along with classification for concept location techniques into static, dynamic, and hybrid. Concept location process using information retrieval approaches is also presented. Moreover, we discuss state of the art program comprehension approaches and their classification into top-down and bottom-up. A discussion about the applications of text retrieval to support concept location, in the context of software change is also presented. As a conclusion, while information retrieval and the literature approaches have shown to be useful, there is room to improve the accuracy of methods that deal with concept location enhancement.
